
Hearing the unheard ears 

The ear is one of the body’s most advanced and sensitive organs. It is also known as the 

vestibulocochlear organ, is the sensory system comprising the organs that maintain balance and 

hearing needed to perceive noises around us. 

Functioning of the ear

The ear consists of three major areas: outer ear, middle ear and inner ear. Sound waves pass 

through the outer ear and cause vibrations at the eardrum. The eardrum and three small bones of 

the middle ear amplify the vibrations as they travel to the inner ear. There, the vibrations pass 

through fluid in a snail-shaped structure in the inner ear (cochlea).

Attached to nerve cells in the cochlea are thousands of tiny hairs that help translate sound 

vibrations into electrical signals that are transmitted to your brain. Your brain turns these signals 

into sound.

Common ear problems

Other common ear problems include- ear infections in infants and young children; tinnitus, a 

roaring in the ears; and Meniere's disease, that may be the result of fluid problems in your inner ear, 

the symptoms of which include tinnitus and dizziness. 

Sensorineural hearing loss- is related to problems with the inner ear. This type of loss involves 

damage to the nerves from exposure to loud noise (noise-induced hearing loss), or it may be related 

to aging. This type of hearing loss is most often associated with hearing aids.

One of the most common ear problems that cause patients to seek out an ENT is hearing loss. There 

are three main types of hearing loss; conductive, sensorineural, and mixed (both conductive and 

sensorineural).

Conductive hearing loss- is a problem conducting soundwaves; resulting from issues with an 

eardrum, ear canal and/or the three bones connected to the eardrum. Often there is a buildup of 

material in the ear, such as fluid or ear wax, which must be eliminated.



Major ear disorders

Usually, developmental impairments result in the compromise of functions of hearing, balance, 

and, at times, cosmetics.

Metabolic disorders and hormonal disorders affect the functioning of the ear. They usually manifest 

in childhood. 

Diseases that are acquired later in life affect functions, and also give rise to symptoms like pain, 

discharge, bleeding, tinnitus, headache, seizures, palsy, gait disturbances, etc. Developmental 

impairments manifest during childhood. In contrast, Acquired Disorders have a pattern of 

occurrence. These disorders can be grouped as infections, non-supportive disorders, metabolic 

disorders, hormonal disorders, degenerative disorders, neoplastic, or traumatic.

Neoplastic and degenerative disorders usually occur in old age. Infections commonly affecting the 

ear are caused by viruses, bacteria, fungi, mycobacterium and spirochaetal organisms. These can 

affect all the three parts of the ear.

Infection, non-supportive disorders, metabolic disorders, hormonal disorders are common in all 

age groups.

AIISH helps you hear
AIISH provides a complete spectrum of diagnostic, treatment and management services for all ear 

diseaseIt will evaluate all causes of hearing impairments, tumors and cysts, infections, and balance 

and dizziness problems as well as full audiology and provides vestibular testing services for both 

adults and children.

Conclusion
Hearing is essential for speech acquisition skills. Hearing losses can be treated entirely with the 

restoration of functions of the ear. But sometimes it may leave behind some difficulties which still 

can be improved by an assisted device or prosthesis, provided they are identified in the early stages. 
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